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give BIG THUMBS UP to 
TOI STUDENT PRINT EDITION

F inally, the 

copy of our most

sought-after newspa-

per is in our hands. Though

TOI Student Edition was never

away from us and we were

reading the newspaper digi-

tally, the pleasure of holding

the copy in hand and read-

ing interesting news is just

awesome. Students were

missing some beautiful

content of their lovely

newspaper and were real-

ly happy to receive and read

the same.

NAUSHAD SHAIKH,
teacher, Smt 

R N Sheth Vidyamandir,

Andheri East, Mumbai

I t was amazing to have
the TOI Student Edition
back on the desks of stu-

dents and teachers in school.
It is our most-preferred
medium to enlighten children,
with latest innovations and
events — flora and fauna, cli-
mate, sports, puzzles and
many more — from all over
the world. It is indeed a
holistic newspaper. Keep it up
TOI Student Edition. Welcome
back!

SANJAY ROY, principal,
Greenlawns School, Worli,

Mumbai

ELON MUSK
Time's 2021 'Person
OF THE YEAR'

STUDENTS,
PRINCIPALS,
TEACHERS

T
esla Chief Executive Officer
Elon Musk was named ‘Time’
magazine’s ‘Person of the Year’
for 2021, a year that saw his

electric car company become the most-
valuable carmaker in the world, and his
rocket company soar to the edge of space
with an all-civilian crew. According to
‘Time’, ‘The Person of the Year’ signifies
somebody “who affected the news or our
lives the most, for better, or worse.”

WHY MUSK?
For creating solutions to an existen-
tial crisis, for embodying the possi-
bilities and the perils of the age of

tech titans, for driv-
ing society’s most
daring and disruptive
transformations, Elon
Musk is ‘Time’ maga-
zine’s 2021 Person of
the Year, said edi-
tor-in-chief, Edward
Felsenthal.

‘Time’ magazine
named the
teenage pop
singer Olivia
Rodrigo as its
‘Entertainer of the
Year’, American gym-
nast Simone BBiles
‘Athlete of the Year’
and vaccine sscien-
tists were named
‘Heroes of the Year’.

Last year, the then US
President-elect and
present President Joe

Biden and Vice-
President-elect Kamala
Harris were jointly given

the ‘Person of the Year’ title. ‘Time’
began this tradition in 1927. Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg and Amazon

Make climate change election agenda,
urges Aditya Thackeray

T
erming it as the “need of the
hour”, Maharashtra environ-
ment minister Aditya Thack-
eray has called upon politi-

cal parties to incorporate climate
change as an election agenda in the
coming days. He said that if climate
change indeed takes place, it would im-
pact the people of India most, as it is a
thickly-populated nation. It is high time
for parties to make it part of their poll
planks, he said as he launched a com-
prehensive school curriculum, ‘Majhi
Vasundhara’ on environment education.
The Thackeray scion added that climate
change is a critical issue, not just for
Mumbai and Maharashtra, but for the
whole world, and the state government
will discuss the issue with the state leg-
islators in the forthcoming Winter Ses-
sion of the legislature.

SHOULD CLIMATE CHANGE BE MADE AN ELECTION AGENDA?
SHARE YOUR VIEWS AT TOINIE175@GMAIL.COMQ

1Intended to inculcate
climate-conscious-
ness and green values
among gen-next from

a tender age, the state govern-
ment has launched the new
‘green’ curriculum, developed
by the state department of
environment and climate
change with UNICEF, for class I
to VIII

2The MV Curriculum will impart applica-
tion-based awareness on issues of cli-
mate
change

with a balance
from traditional
and local knowl-
edge with four
themes: biodiver-
sity conservation,
solid waste man-
agement and personal and community health,
water resource management, and energy, air pol-
lution and climate change

If we meet in a decade, India’s influ-
ence and part in the global economy

will definitely grow. Despite the problems
India faced during the Covid-19 pandemic, it
is the fastest-growing among the large
economies in the world. India needs to go
from being the back office of the world and
be the country that competes with the US,
China and have the same kind of innovation
and entrepreneurship [sic].
Borge Brende, president, 
World Economic Forum

Fifteen year old student
Avani Prashanth has
made it to the ‘Top 100

child prodigies’ across the
globe. He has been selected
for the prestigious ‘Global
Child Prodigy Award 2022’ for
excellence in golf. The award,
which will be presented at a
gala ceremony in Dubai in
February 2022, is given for ex-
ceptional talent, capabilities
and hard work. According to
the organisers, the top 100
child prodigies were selected
from 48 different categories
from thousands of applica-
tions received from across 68
countries.

 Avani, who hails
from Bengaluru,
started playing golf
when she was around
four years old and has
significantly improved
over the years. The
golf enthusiast first played in an US Kids
Golf European Championship, in Scotland,
in 2013. Since then there has been no
stopping her. Avani is also a two-time
winner on the Hero Women’s Pro Golf
Tour, the youngest to achieve this feat in
the last decade.

Reading a newspaper is an amazing experince

but while reading TOI Student Edition, I feel

very energetic. It helps me get ideas to

explore new things. My family members also read it. I

thank the TOI Student Edition team for taking the

efforts to send us the digital edition during the lock-

down period. The print edition  packed with news, views

and innovative ideas to try out new things is an added

booster.
GAURI PITALE, class VIII, Canossa High School, 

Andheri, Mumbai 

CLICK HERE: PAGE 1 AND 2

Indian teen Avani Prashanth to receive
Global Child Prodigy Award 2022

T he Times of India, Student Edition, helps the
young minds to be alert to the changing times
and fills them with knowledge and understand-

ing of the global scenario. It provides a forum for inter-

action, for learning, which was a boon during the lock-
down. It helped students and teachers alike by provid-
ing innovative teaching techniques and new ideas for
connecting with the outside world.

SR MARGARET SEQUEIRA,
principal, Canossa High School, Andheri East

Students, principals and teachers in Mumbai welcomed the TOI Student Edition in style, on
Monday, as they held their favourite print edition after 18 months. Times NIE caught up

with some of the excited readers...

http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2021/12/2021_12$file14_Dec_2021_202110260.pdf


IN THE NEWS FOR

H
ealthier and nutritious diets are
often more environmentally sus-
tainable, according to a new
study by the University of Leeds

led by Dr Holly Rippin. The research was
published in the ‘PLOS ONE Journal’.
Working towards better accuracy, Rippin
and colleagues evaluated existing pub-
lished research in order to assign green-
house gas emissions to over 3,233 specific
food items listed in the UK Composition
Of Foods Integrated Dataset (COFID).

TIMES NIE gives
you this week’s news
capsule – a 360

degree perspective of
major events that
happened

around the
world. But, this is

not it. This is a platform
to present your news, your

way. OWN YOUR NEWSROOM! 

Write to toinie175@gmail.com 

WE SPEAK

YOU SPEAK

1 Global central banks need to stay ‘very vigilant’ about infla-
tion pressure and maintain policy independence to anchor

expectations, according to experts.

2 Accelerating inflation in the US and considerable uncertain-
ties around supply and demand disruptions in the next few

months could lead to “a scenario where inflation increases
even further,” which could result in a negative spillover effect

for many emerging economies, especially those that are
exposed to foreign-currency borrowing, they believe.

3 Countries should tailor monetary and fiscal poli-
cies based on their own circumstances, because

there are differences in underlying or core inflation
from country to country, experts said.

02 “Be like the sun for grace and mercy. Be like the night to cover 
others’ faults. Be like running water for generosity. Be like the Earth

for modesty. Appear as you are. Be as you appear.” RUMI
YOUR NEWSROOM

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2021

IN THE NEWS FOR

T
he In-
ter na-
t i o n a l
M o n e -

tary Fund sees
‘downside risks’
to the global eco-
nomic rebound it
forecasts for this year and next,
and is concerned that new coro-
navirus variants may hinder the
recovery, its chief economist said.
“Most of the overall risks are to
the downside,” Gita Gopinath
said. Gopinath, who is set to take
over as the IMF’s No. 2 post, said
the world could also see more 
aggressive variants that further
damage the recovery.

WILL Omicron affect the economy?

major transition did you see in 2021?

IN THE NEWS FOR

A
t the onset of the pandemic, the job market was full of
uncertainty and mass lay-offs: millions of people lost
their jobs, and those lucky enough to remain employed
remained put in their roles for survival. However, as

we now turn towards recovery, workers in privileged positions
who don’t live paycheck to paycheck are now finally moving on.
Most in non-developed economies with the absence of social 
security and unemployment benefits cannot afford this luxury
but may still be undergoing duress and pent-up frustration from

the disruption caused by the pandemic.

WHAT

WHY

1 The Great Resignation is an idea pro-
posed by Professor Anthony Klotz of

Texas A&M University that predicts a
large number of people leaving their

jobs after the Covid-19 pandemic ends and
life returns to ‘normal.’

2Managers are now navigating the ripple effects from the
pandemic, as employees re-evaluate their careers and

leave their jobs in record numbers.

3There’s been a lot which has been discussed relating to
healthcare worker exodus after facing the brunt of the

pandemic. However, service industries such as retail, hospital-
ity, food service, etc. are continuing to see the highest num-
ber of workers quit in any sector.

4Industries with low location and time independence were
among the industries that suffered the most. Example:

restaurants, cruises, sporting events, passenger airlines, etc. 

YOU SPEAK

T
his year, too, has been a tumultuous one. The year saw
the ‘Great Resignation’ phenomenon, which was an
outcome of people getting into an intro-

spective mode about work-life balance,
passion, what they should tolerate and
what not. It was also about outgrowing
fear of losing a traditional 9 to 6 workplace
for a passionate endeavour. 
D PURNIMA, class XI, SBOA Matriculation Higher
Secondary School, Coimbatore 

IN THE NEWS FOR

M
eta (formerly Facebook) announced a slew
of steps to protect woman users on its plat-
form, including the launch of StopNCII.org
in India that aims to combat the spread of

non-consensual intimate images (NCII)

WE SPEAK

1 Meta has also launched the Women’s
Safety Hub, which will be available in

Hindi and 11 other Indian languages, that
will enable women users in India to access
information about resources that can help
their social media experience a safe one.

2This initiative by Meta will ensure
women do not face a language barrier

in accessing information.

3The social media platform has said it
will now count activists and journalists

as ‘involuntary’ public figures and so
increase protection against harassment
and bullying targeted at these groups.

do you thinkHOWWHO

YOU SPEAK

M
eta has created a Safety for
Journalists Guide to help journal-
ists gain knowledge about using

two-factor authentication, oversee priva-
cy settings, moderate com-
ments, block harassment,
handle location sharing,
report abusive content and
impersonation, and react to
being hacked. I think this is a
great initiative towards building a
safe online experience. 
BRINDA THAMMAN, class X, St Kabir Public
School, Chandigarh

Food production-greenhouse gases link

1 Food production is a major source of greenhouse gas emissions,
accounting for about one-third of emissions worldwide. 

2 Previous research suggested that environmentally-sustainable diets
are often also less processed, less energy-dense, and more nutri-

tious. However, much of that work had been conducted using measure-
ments of sustainability for broad categories of food.

What Rippin’s Study Indicates

1 Statistical analysis of the reported diets showed that non-vegetar-
ian diets were associated with greenhouse gas emissions that

were 59% higher than emissions associated with vegetarian diets.

2 Men’s diets were linked to emissions that were 41% higher than
those linked to women’s diets, due to greater meat intake. 

3 People whose intake of saturated fats, carbohydrates, and sodi-
um met levels recommended by the WHO had lower greenhouse

gas emissions.

4 These findings supported a focus on plant-based foods for policies
meant to encourage sustainable diets. It also suggested eco bene-

fits for replacing coffee, tea, etc. with better sustainable substitutes.

do you think will
be newsmaker
of the year?

YOU SPEAK

P
arag Agrawal, Twitter’s new CEO, proved
that with hard work
and passion, anyone

can reach the top. Jack
Dorsey, the former CEO,
also welcomed him to take

charge. Now, the
spotlight is on India 

talent, and I would vote him as
the newsmaker of the year.
RIZAK SINGH, class IX, The

Millennium School, Lucknow

WE SPEAK

1 Prime Minister Narendra Modi reclaimed
India’s most-searched Personality title,

a position he has held consistently since
2017. PM Modi had lost the title last year
to late actor Sushant Singh Rajput. 

2 Cricketer Virat Kohli, who had a che-
quered year with highs and lows, came

in at no 2. 

3 West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee grabbed the top 3 slot with

her decisive win in the state assembly
election. 

IN THE NEWS FOR

The ‘Year in Review 2021’
released by the web services
Yahoo! reports that the late

reality television star and actor,
Siddharth Shukla, who breathed
his last on September 2, 2021,
has been the most-searched
male celebrity of the year.
Among the most searched fe-
male celebrities of 2021 was
Kareena Kapoor Khan with her
news of second pregnancy.

do you think India should adopt
sustainable nutrition practices?

WE SPEAK
Sustainable nutrition means ensuring
wholesome, nutrient-dense foods are
accessible, affordable and culturally
relevant while also preserving envi-
ronmental resources and supporting

local communities

T
he threat of Omicron is looming
large over the world economy as it
may trigger more market volatility

in the months to come.
Businesses are yet to
recover, so any hope
of recovery of job
market is bleak. All
the sectors that had
taken a severe beating
since the pandemic broke
out, are bracing for further jolts.
B MAHITHI REDDY, class X, Edify World

School, Hyderabad 

WE SPEAK

YOU SPEAK

W
ith the rapid growth of industries
and attempts to capitalise every
field, we are not thinking about our

environment. Sustainable nutrition is no
more an option, but a necessity. The emis-
sion of all the greenhouse gases to produce
industrial goods, including FMCG food, is
warming up our environment, in turn leading
us to the cusp of destruction. Economists,
ecologists and nutritionists need to develop
a plan to combat this situation and they
need to jettison everything that harms our
environment. Adopting sustainable nutrition
would mean avoiding packaging and thus,
contributing to a plastic-free environment.
We need to maintain environmental condi-
tions for the future generations to live.
Moreover, indulging in local produce, which
are a part of the nutrition, also helps our
economy and this is a win-win 
situation for almost everyone.

MAYANK MUNDHRA, class X,

Apeejay School Park Street,

Kolkata

Meta tightening security
measures will help women?
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!

CLICK HERE: PAGE 3 AND 4

Exemplary science exhibition
L

okmanya Tilak International
School, Koper Khairane held
its socio-science exhibition ti-
tled Nakshatra 2021 on De-

cember 4 and December 6, 2021. The
exhibition was conducted as a two-day
event ensuring that all COVID proto-
cols are maintained. Keeping in mind
the safety of the pupils, the event was
planned in a hybrid mode with grades
3-5 presenting their projects online and
grades 6-11 presenting it in the offline
mode within the school premises. The
exhibition was inaugurated and graced
by chief guests, Jigna Khoyani and
Anjani Srivastava and school princi-
pal, Ritu Kapur on the first day. The
chief guests on the second day were
Dr. Param Anthapan and Smita Ghate
along with the school principal, Ritu
Kapur.

Over 100 students across grades
participated enthusiastically pre-
senting live models and elaborate still
models on various science and social
science topics. Students of grades 5-7
put up remarkable skits presenting the
workings of Gram Panchayat, the
Sarpanch office, and also the electoral
and voting process.

Students of class 8 presented ad-
mirable skits on the Salt Revolution
showcasing the Dandi March and
Swadeshi movement, while others de-
signed novel board games based on So-
cial Science quizzes and magnetic
properties.

In the science department, pupils

presented working models of wind
vanes and still models of factors of
production as part of the exhibition.
Students of grades 5-7 prepared elab-
orate working models of Convection
current, Windmills, Solar panels, Hy-
dro power-as part of renewable ener-
gy resources, experiments displaying
various magnetic properties, experi-
ments focusing on science in the
kitchen, working models of brain,
lung, heart were presented and ex-
plained well. Grades 8-11 presented
models on farming technologies, bio-

gas plants along with working models
of a draw bridge, circulatory system
and vacuum cleaner. Farming tech-
niques like Aeroponic farming and hy-
droponic farming were explained with
the help of working models. The chief
guests interacted with the participants
encouraging them and lauding the ef-
fort put into all the exhibits. The chief
guests were presented with mementos
of the event by the school principal,
Ritu Kapur. The exhibition was a phe-
nomenal success, well attended, and
very informative.

Creating Virtual Travelogues 

Coding has caught on in recent days may be because
of lockdown. One can easily learn how to code sit-
ting at home because of the various course avail-

able. Learning how to code helps children to develop their
problem-solving capacity. Through coding, one can also
increase their creativity. Learning how to code, I mean

the basics is not a very difficult task and every
child after 6th std can easily learn to code. Though
the child may not take up the field which requires
to code, it is pretty fun to learn and once the ba-

sics are clear anyone can take further courses and make
a lot of progress in it. Coding also increases the ap-
titude and the ability of logical thinking. If chil-
dren learn how to code from an early age, it will

be very beneficial for them and they will
also develop various computer skills.

Radhika Chopra, class X, 

Fr. Agnel Multipurpose School,

Vashi

Coding is much in vogue these days and while it may
be useful in developing important skills in children
at a young age, it is not the prime need of the hour.

At present, all of us are heavily dependent on computers,
so it may seem like in the future the ability to communi-
cate with computers will become es-
sential. But present dependency on
computers only reveals that in a fu-
ture where artificial intelligence can
take over most activities, things that cannot be replicat-
ed artificially will gain importance. Emotions, ethics, de-
cision making through instinct and not solely reason, are
things that are most likely to gain significance. Children

should have hobbies to develop these skills in their form-
ative years. So while it is good as a fruit-

ful pastime, it shouldn’t not be con-
sidered a must.

Avani Pandit, class X, 

Apeejay School, Nerul

I t had always been my deepest
desire to visit Goa, and the
fateful day finally came with

enormous persuasion, planning and
preparation. The first day passed in
travelling through train. We crashed
into the comforts of our hotel
rooms on arrival, tired from the
long journey, but refused to end the
day without a delightful dinner.

Day two was designated for
sightseeing. We didn’t realise how
fast time went by as we admired
the splendid architecture of the Old
Goa churches. After that we hit the
beach to watch the sunset as we
soaked our feet in the cool water.

Day three and four were mostly
spent in relaxing, which is what Goa

is mainly for. We went on a boat
cruise and enjoyed
dinner by the beach
shack, while listen-
ing to the sound of
sea waves crashing on
the shore. 

Goa has certainly

lived up to its reputation of being
the “Perfect Holiday
Destination”. A recreational cen-

tre enriched with a beau-
tiful culture and serene

natural beauty. 
Avani Pandit, class X,

Apeejay School,
Nerul

FOR AGAINST

Kids must learn coding at an early age

ANAM KAZI, HEAD (KINDERGARTEN), 
SIES (DR.APJ ABDUL KALAM MEMORIAL) 

HIGH SCHOOL, GHATKOPAR

T
he pandemic changed the entire education
system overnight. Everything transformed
and virtual teaching became the new nor-
mal, it seemed difficult to implement the

NEP online. Hoping for good days to come school
teachers kept their efforts on in preparing online les-
sons, attending webinars, creating ideas for a holis-
tic development of students.

Students have been and will always be our top-
most priority. Teaching and guiding the kindergarten
has been a different ex-
perience.

That's exactly the rea-
son why the school decid-
ed to implement the NEP
curriculum without any
delay. With the situation
getting back to normal,
now was the time. Along
with the team of 10 teach-
ers the school authorities
came up with the propos-
al of exhibiting aids and
tools that could help in the
all-round development of
students through various
interesting activities.

An exhibition for the
same was organised in the
kindergarten section with
the theme "Trash To Trea-
sure". This event was in-
augurated by Mr. Ram-

narayan (secretary, SIES) and attended by Venkat Ra-
mani (joint secretary, SIES), Devdas Nair (treasurer,
SIES), Dr. Vidhya Satish (director, SIES ICE) and
Akhil Bhosale (head master, SIES (Dr. APJ Abdul
Kalam) Memorial  School, Ghatkopar)

All the teaching aids were made by teachers from
waste materials like plastic bottles, bottle covers, un-
used cardboards, pebbles etc.

Teaching aids included picture block, sensory de-
velopment aids. The activity room includes picture
book library, blank boards for free writing and a paint
area. These teaching aids are sure to make teaching
and learning a lot more fun. Motor skills develop-
ment, active learning and a holistic development of
the students is the sole objective.

Teachers display creativity

Farming techniques like
Aeroponic farming and
hydroponic farming were
explained with the help of
working models.  The chief
guests interacted with the
participants encouraging
them and lauding the effort
put into all the exhibits

C
onstitution Day, also known as National Law
Day, is celebrated in India on 26th  Novem-
ber every year to commemorate the adop-
tion of the Constitution of India. On 26th

November 1949, the Constituent Assembly of India
adopted the written law of India, and it came into
effect on 26th  January 1950. Our country is our pride
and knowing about its Constitution is not only a mat-
ter of pride for us but also our responsibility. Do you
know that it is also the biggest written Constitution
of the world? Student Council at Bombay Cambridge
International School, felt the need of sharing such
thrilling facts of Constitution with the students fol-
lowed by a fun filled quiz. This enlightening session
was enjoyed by both teachers and students. They all
felt encouraged and contented to know about the
Great Indian Constitution.

Constitution Day

T
he COVID 19 pandemic, the lockdowns and
the travel bans did not stop the students at
Diamond Jubilee High School, Mumbai
(DJHSM), managed by one of the most re-

spected education brands, the Aga Khan Education
Service, India, from travelling, albeit virtually, to
celebrate World Tourism Day. The high standards
and adaptability, consistently exhibited by the school,
resulted in not one, but two recent awards. The Prin-
cipal, Nutan Iyer, was given the Eduworld Exem-
plary COVID 19 Pandemic Eduleader Award and
DJHSM was ranked among the 5 Best Schools (Na-
tional Curriculum Zone A), by the Times School Sur-
vey 2021.

The United Nations World Tourism Organiza-
tion observes 27th September each year as World
Tourism Day to raise awareness about tourism’s so-
cial, cultural, political, and economic
value, as well as the contribution that
the sector makes to achieve the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals. The
COVID 19 pandemic wreaked havoc
on both developed and developing
economies, with the tourism industry
bearing the brunt of the damage. As
a result, the United Nations WTO des-
ignated World Tourism Day 2021 as a
day to focus on Inclusive Growth, invit-
ing member countries and people
worldwide to look beyond tourism sta-
tistics and remember that the reason
for and behind every number, is a per-
son.

To celebrate World Tourism Day, each of the
four Houses, of the Secondary Section, had to se-
lect a country and showcase its rich history and
cultural heritage. Each House, picked a country,
did intensive research, and then put together an
original skit, performed a traditional dance and fi-
nally created a video or a presentation. The coun-
tries were selected after a lot of debate, and the au-
dience and judges travelled around the world, vir-
tually, from Japan, to Turkey, to France and Mexi-
co.

Capturing and depicting the beauty and cul-
ture of a country, performing dances and skits,
whipping up mouth-watering famous foods is much
easier offline, yet each House accepted the chal-
lenge and did an amazing job, online. Coordination
for costumes, rehearsals, and the final compila-

tions for close to 30 participants for each house was
no easy task. However, the students enthusiasti-
cally rose to the occasion and the original skits, vi-
brant dance performances, and presentations. It
also made it very difficult for the judges to decide
winners.

In the end, the Mother Teresa House, which had
chosen Mexico as their virtual travel destination,
walked off with the top honours for the dance and
the skit, brilliantly showcasing people and places,
closely followed by the Gandhi House, which had
chosen France. The Kalam House, representing
Japan, did an outstanding job with the presenta-
tion, depriving the Mother Teresa House of a clean
sweep.

Through this competition, the students and
staff of DJHSM have taken a significant step for-

ward, by telling stories about people, places and
life in general, around the world. Today, travel has
enabled people to connect and converse about mul-
ti-cultural living, allowing them to learn, to un-
derstand, and to respect beliefs and practices. This
helps them to become global citizens.

Principal Nutan Iyer complimented the stu-
dents, saying, “The best way to learn geography is
to experience it. Using a virtual platform, the stu-
dents cleverly educated their classmates and au-
dience about four fascinating countries, Mexico,
Japan, France, and Turkey, in such a short period
of time, that each spectator felt as if they were per-
sonally experiencing the beauty, culture, and meet-
ing people of that country. The essence of Diamond
Jubilee High School, ICSE is well reflected through
such integrated learning.”

http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2021/12/2021_12$file14_Dec_2021_202031773.pdf


Q1: Which Kenyan long-distance
runner won bronze at the

2004 Athens Olympics and silver at
Beijing 2008?      
a) Mo Farah

b) Eliud Kipchoge

c) Kenenisa Bekele

d) Joshua Cheptegei

Q2: At which Olympics did
Michael Phelps win eight

golds, breaking world records in
seven of them?      
a) Sydney 2000

b) Rio 2016

c) Beijing 2008

d) London 2012

Q3: Who is the first Indian
badminton player to clinch

an Olympic medal. She won the
bronze at the London 2012 Games?   
a) Jwala Gutta

b) Ashwini Ponappa

c) PV Sindhu

d) Saina Nehwal 

Q4: Which Indian tennis
player had been a six-

time grand slam champion, a
former world no. 1 in doubles and
a three-time Olympian?
a) Sania Mirza

b) Karman Thandi

c) Ankita Raina

d) Rutuja Bhosale

Q5: In which year did Vinesh
Phogat win a gold in the

Commonwealth Games, her first
major international title?
a) 2011   b) 2012   c) 2013   d) 2014 

Q6: Abhinav Bindra is India’s
first individual gold

medallist at the Olympics. In
which year did he win it?
a) 2007   b) 2008   c) 2009   d) 2011 

Q7: How many Olympic
medals has athlete

Norman Pritchard won?
a) Five   b) Four   c) Three   d) Two

Q8: At the 2008 Beijing
Olympics, he became the

first Indian boxer to win a medal.
Who is he?
a) Vikas Krishan Yadav

b) Vijender Singh

c) Shiv Thapa

d) Amit Panghal

Q9: At which Olympics did the
Indian hockey team have

to settle for silver after losing to
Pakistan?
a) Amsterdam 1928

b) London 1948

c) Rome 1960

d) Melbourne 1956
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QUIZ TIME!

ANSWERS: 1 b) Eliud Kipchoge

2 c) Beijing 2008,   3 d) Saina Nehwal 

4 a) Sania Mirza,   5 d) 2014,   6 b) 2008

7 d) Two,   8 b) Vijender Singh

9- c) Rome 1960

Vinesh
Phogat 

D
efending champion PV
Sindhu breezed past
Slovakia’s Martina

Repiska 21-7 21-9 to make a re-
sounding start in the BWF
World Championship here on
Tuesday.

The fast-rising Lakshya
Sen prevailed over 15th seed-
ed Japanese Kenta Nishimoto
22-20 15-21 21-18 and also pro-
gressed to the third round.

In men’s doubles, Satwik-
sairaj Rankireddy and Chirag
Shetty beat Chinese Taipei’s
Lee Jhe-Huei and Yang Po-
Hsuan 27-25 21-17 in 43 minutes.

World number seven Sind-
hu _ seeded sixth in the tour-
nament which she won in 2019,
when it was last held _   took
just 24 minutes to beat the un-
seeded at opponent court num-
ber 3 of Palacio de los Deportes
Carolina Marín Stadium here.

Repiska tried to make a
comeback with two points, but
the fancied Indian did not let
her go ahead, leading 11-4 at
the mid-break. She continued
her dominance and kept ac-
cumulating points to widen
the lead, eventually pocketing

the first game in only 10 min-
utes. The script remained the
same in the second game as
well, with Sindhu maintain-
ing her firm grip over the pro-
ceedings.

Sen was made to toil hard
for his victory by the Japan-
ese as he took one hour and 22
minutes to emerge winner.

Saurabh Sharma and Ano-
ushka Parikh suffered a defeat
to Malaysians Tan Kian Meng
and Lai Pei Jing in the mixed
doubles event. PTI

R
oma put an end to their worry-
ing recent run of form in Serie
A by beating struggling Spezia
2-0 and gaining ground in the
race for European football.

Goals from corners in each half from Chris
Smalling and Roger Ibanez put Jose Mour-
inho’s side back on track following a de-
feat at Bologna and a home hammering at
champions Inter Milan last weekend.

CL still far
Roma are up to sixth on 28 points, two
points behind Fiorentina who hold the Eu-
ropa League qualification spot and level
with Juventus, in seventh after drawing
at Venezia on Saturday. However they are
some way away from their true objective
of Champions League football as they sit
eight points behind fourth-placed Napoli,
and missing some key players failed to con-
vince at the Stadio Olimpico in Rome.

“I was pleased with the goals because
we spent 25 minutes working on corners
yesterday,” Mourinho said. “I’m pleased
with the result but I didn’t like the way we
played... even when we were two goals

ahead I didn’t feel like the match was over.”
An 11th defeat for Spezia leaves Thia-

go Motta’s team just two points and one
place above the relegation zone, despite a
spirited display which probably deserved
at least a goal.

Smalling put Roma ahead with his first
league goal of the season in the sixth

minute when, completely unmarked at a
corner, he casually met countryman Tam-
my Abraham’s headed effort from a cor-
ner with a header of his own that Ivan
Provedel had no chance of saving.

Abraham was also involved when the
hosts were unlucky to not double their lead
in the 25th minute, the England interna-
tional cleverly flicking a pass to Matias
Vina who then watched his goal-bound ef-
fort well tipped away by Provedel.

However Roma did have their second
10 minutes after the break, following a brief
burst of Spezia dominance, when Ibanez
met Veretout’s corner with a thumping
header amid more sloppy set-piece de-
fending from Spezia. Roma were more or
less assured of the points by VAR shortly
afterwards, with Rey Manaj’s clearly off-
side goal ruled out after the on-field offi-
cials had initially allowed the Albanian’s
close-range strike to stand.

Later, talented teen Felix Afena-Gyan
rattled home what he thought was Roma’s
third in added time after obviously han-
dling in the build up and received a sec-
ond booking while still celebrating. AFP

SINDHU, SEN ADVANCE 

PV Sindhu

Photos: AP

ROMA halt mini-slump
Relieve pressure on Jose Mourinho with win at Spezia

Has requested BCCI for break in
January, VC not named as yet

Chris
Smalling

The hardships I faced in my formative years are the foundation of my strength.

MC Mary Kom, Indian boxer
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2021

PSG TO PLAY REAL MADRID
Paris Saint-Germain were pitted against
Real Madrid when the CL round of 16
draw was held a second time after the
first was held void. Manchester United
had been paired with Villarreal in the
initial draw, but the two clubs advanced
from Group F. The 'Red Devils' were
then mistakenly left out of opponents’
pool for Atletico Madrid, which forced
the redraw. United and Atletico were
duly paired second time around. AP

Yes, Rohit did suffer an injury on

his hand but even after that he

had batted. So we can presume that

hand injury isn’t serious. But thereafter,

it seemed the old hamstring problem

resurfaced once again and it might take

some time before he is fully fit and

available. They are trying to sort it out.

Hamstring injuries normally take four

weeks, which could effectively rule him

out of the Test series.

Senior BCCI source

I
ndia Test skipper Virat Kohli is set to miss
the upcoming three-match ODI series against
South Africa. Kohli has asked the Board of
Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) for a break
in January to spend some time with his fam-
ily. It is important to note that Kohli and
Anushka Sharma’s daughter Vamika will turn

one on January 11, 2022. Sources in the know of de-
velopments confirmed that Kohli has indeed asked the
board for a small break in January next year.

“Yes, Kohli has asked for a small break in January
to spend some time with his family. It effective-
ly means that he would miss the ODI se-
ries against South Africa,” the source said.

Last week, Rohit Sharma was appointed
as the white-ball skipper and it was confirmed
that Kohli would just lead the Test side.
The BCCI President Sourav Ganguly also
spoke about how he spoke to Kohli and he
also revealed how he had asked Kohli to not
step down as the T20I skipper.

“It’s a call that the BCCI and the selectors
took together. Actually, the BCCI had request-
ed Virat to not step down as the T20I skipper but
obviously, he did not agree. And the selectors then
did not feel it right to have two different captains
for two white-ball formats,” Ganguly said.

“So it was decided that Virat will con-
tinue as Test captain and Rohit will take
over as the white-ball captain. I as President
personally spoke to Virat Kohli and the chair-
man of selectors has also spoken to him. We
have full faith in Rohit Sharma’s leadership
abilities, and Virat will continue as the Test
captain. We as BCCI are confident that In-
dian cricket is in good hands. We thank Virat
Kohli for his contributions as captain in the
white-ball format,” the BCCI president added.

ROHIT RULED OUT
India’s Test vice-captain Rohit Sharma was on Monday
ruled out of the entire three-match Test series against
South Africa as his old left-hamstring injury resurfaced
during the team’s net session in Mumbai where he also
took a hit on his hand. India A captain Priyank Panchal
will be Rohit’s replacement opener in the Test series.

The 34-year-old Rohit also sustained a hit on his hands
at the Mumbai nets while taking throwdowns from
Raghavendra (Raghu).

The BCCI is yet to share the details of his scan re-
port which will ascertain the degree of the in-
jury.

“Any hamstring injury, even the lowest
grade takes a month to heal with rehabil-
itation sessions. In Tests we have Mayank

Agarwal ready to open with KL Rahul, who
could potentially be the vice-captain.

“And now we have Priyank Panchal also as
cover. We would be hoping that he is fit and
ready for the ODI series,” the source added. It
is learnt that Panchal reported at the team ho-
tel this evening.

“Panchal has been asked to report at the
Mumbai team hotel tonight. He is there as a
cover for Rohit. Also because he recently

played in South Africa and scored runs, he
was asked to join,” an official associated with

the India A team informed.
Panchal is no greenhorn as he has 100 first-

class matches under his belt with 7011 runs, in-
cluding 24 hundreds. He has been a part of a very suc-

cessful Gujarat team that won the Ranji Trophy under
Parthiv Patel and has been an India A captain. He was

fighting for the reserve opener’s slot with Abhimanyu
Easwaran but pipped the Bengal man as the latter

batted at No.3 in the A series. AGENCIES

The Board has not announced a stand-in
vice-captain but it is expected that KL Rahul
is the front-runner for being Virat Kohli’s
deputy during the Tests. Other contenders
could be Rishabh Pant and Ravichandran
Ashwin, considering that Ajinkya Rahane has
been removed from the role with his place in
the eleven not being assured. If sources are

to be believed, Ashwin, who will be the lone
spinner in all Tests, is also in the fray to be
the vice-captain. A section in the BCCI
believes that he needs to be accorded
respect for his stupendous international
career. The Tests will wind up on January 15,
followed by three ODIs, scheduled to begin
on January 19 in Paarl.

RAHUL, PANT IN FRAY
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